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Quick Guide Bluetooth Music Receiver WM-BTMIC07 Variante 1
Compatible with the following models:





AUDI: CQ-JV1060L, RNS-E (16:9), BNS 5.0, Chorus 3, Concert 3, Symphony 3
VW: MCD, MFD2-RNS 2, MFD2 DVD-RNS2 DVD, R110, R100, RNS 300, RNS 500, RNS
510, RCD 200, RCD 210, RCD 300, RCD 310, RCD 500, RCD 510, Delta 6
SKODA: Nexus (16:9), Columbus, Stream, Cruise, Rhapsody
SEAT: Navigation (16:9), Audiosystem CD03, Altea CD01, Altea CD02

Connect the adapter:
1. Remove the radio.
2. Before disconnecting the plugs from the radio, make sure that the radio code is available to you,
as you will need it for the radio after the power interruption.
3. Insert the plug of the Bluetooth adapter WM-BTMIC07 from the backside of the Quadlock plug
into chamber B until it clicks into place. This should also work if the Quadlock plug is still
plugged into the radio (but switch off the radio before plugging it in). If the cables are short or
you can't see the connectors on the back, you can disconnect the Quadlock connector
completely from the radio.

4. Now connect the black ground cable with the ring eye either to the radio housing or the black
cable directly to a ground cable to the Quadlock plug. Without a good ground connection the
function of the adapter is not given.
5. Now connect the cable with the 3.5mm jack plug, which goes into the white beech, to the jack
socket SPK.
6. Position the microphone near the driver in the vehicle (steering wheel fairing, dashboard, etc.).
The cable is then routed to the Bluetooth adapter and connected to the microphone input
labeled MIC. Avoid placing the microphone in the immediate vicinity of or on airbags.
7. Before you reinstall the radio, test the function of the adapter. Use the CD changer button to
switch to the external CD changer (CDC).
8. Before you reinstall the radio, test the function of the adapter. Use the CD changer button to
switch to the external CD changer (CDC).
9. Optionally, a push button can be connected to the two open cables to accept and terminate
calls (a commercially available push button can be used for this purpose). Without a push
button, the call is accepted and ended via the connected telephone.
Anything unclear? You reach us MO-FR, from 8-17 o'clock by e-mail: service@watermark-germany.de
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Quick Guide Bluetooth Music Receiver WM-BTMIC07 Variante 2
Compatible with the following models:





AUDI: Chorus 2, Concert 1/2, Delta, Symphony 1/2, Navigation Plus 1/2
VW: Alpha 5, Beta 5, Gamma, Gamma CD, Premium 5/6, Premier 4, MCD Navi, MFD Navi
SKODA: MFD Navi, MS 303, MS 501, MS 502, Symphony CD & Kassette
SEAT: Alana, Aura, Aura CD, Elba, Lena, Liceo, Scala, MFD

Connect the adapter:
1. Remove the radio.
2. Connect the supplied adapter (WM-4696) to the Bluetooth adapter. In the following called WMBTMIC07.
3. Insert the blue stretcher of the adapter into the chamber C3 (marked blue in the picture).
4. If necessary, remove the blue plug from the yellow-green-blue plug combination and attach the
blue plug of the WM-BTMIC07 there instead.
5. If a CD changer is already connected in chamber C3(blue), it is removed and no longer usable
in the system.
6. If you have installed a black 20 pin plug in the vehicle, you additionally need the adapter WM4693 (Mini-ISO adapter/extension). This can be ordered in our online shop at www.wm-outletstore.de .

7. Now connect the black ground cable with the ring eye either to the radio housing or the black
cable directly to a ground cable to the Quadlock plug. Without a good ground connection the
function of the adapter is not given.
8. Now connect the cable with the 3.5mm jack plug, which goes into the white beech, to the jack
socket SPK.
9. Position the microphone near the driver in the vehicle (steering wheel fairing, dashboard, etc.).
The cable is then routed to the Bluetooth adapter and connected to the microphone input
labeled MIC. Avoid placing the microphone in the immediate vicinity of or on airbags.
10. Establish a Bluetooth connection by enabling Bluetooth pairing and searching for the Bluetooth
device ``WM´´ . You should then set the volume on the connected device to full volume.
11. Before reinstalling the radio, test the function of the adapter. Use the CD changer button to
switch to the external CD changer (CDC).
12. Optionally, a push button can be connected to the two open cables to accept and terminate
calls (a commercially available push button can be used for this purpose). Without a push
button, the call is accepted and ended via the connected telephone.
Anything unclear? You reach us MO-FR, from 8-17 o'clock under
49 2591 50750-13 or by e-mail: service@watermark-germany.de

